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Preference learning in general and label ranking in particular have been applied successfully for meta-learning problems in the past [1, 4, 3]. The benefits
of incorporating additional feature descriptions of alternatives in the context
of preference learning have recently been shown for the dyad ranking framework [6]. Additional descriptions in the form of feature vectors are known in
the recommender systems domain, too, where they are typically called sideinformation and used for tackling cold-start problems. These problems refer to
situations where preference indicators (e.g., ratings) for new users or new items
are not yet available (see Figure 1). In these situations, side-information helps
by putting existing and new entities into relation. In this work, we make use
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Fig. 1. Three kinds of cold-start problems are shown. They are characterized in that
no preference indicators are available for algorithms or problems. Side-information can
help in these situations for inferring preferences and thus recommendations.

of dyad ranking to predict a good ranking of candidate algorithms contextualized by problem instances, assuming that algorithms exhibit a representation
in terms of a feature description. By generalizing over both, attributes of problems as well as algorithms, it becomes possible to tackle cold-start scenarios in
which predictions are sought for algorithms that never occurred in the train-
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ing data. A similar viewpoint towards meta-learning has been taken in [7, 5],
where algorithm recommendation is tackled by means of collaborative filtering
(CF) techniques. However, in contrast to the description of users and items in
standard CF, side-information describing problems in meta-learning is usually
carefully crafted [2]. As testbed, we present experimental results on the task of
genetic algorithm (GA) recommendation in the cold-start situation corresponding to the lower right box in Figure 1. The (preference) meta-learning data set3
for this experiment consists of rankings over 72 different parameterized GAs
applied on the traveling salesman problem. The following leave-one-out cross
validation (LOOCV) procedure over a total number of 246 examples (problems)
and 72 GAs (referred to as labels) is applied: for a label Aj (1 ≤ j ≤ 72) the
bilinear Plackett-Luce model [6] is trained on 245 examples and is then used to
predict the ranking over all 72 labels for the left out example in two variants.
In the first variant (the “reference” situation), a method is trained on data
where the label Aj is part of the training set, whereas in the second variant
(the “cold start” situation) the same method is trained on data where Aj is
completely omitted. In addition to the Kendall τ value that is used to quantify
the quality of a predicted ranking in relation to a ground truth ranking, the
deviation between the predicted rank of Aj and the true rank is recorded.
In the reference and the cold start situation, the Kendall τ values are almost
identical. Moreover, the average deviation from the true rank in the reference
case is 5.653 and in the cold-start scenario 5.712. These are first encouraging
results. Future work could comprise experiments on further meta data sets and
address the development of further approaches for cold-start problems.
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